MINUTES OF THE MEETING ON STATION REDEVELOPMENT
HELD ON 16.01.2016
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1. CPRO/CR welcomed all officials and invitees and briefed the purpose of the
meeting. The meeting was called to associate the interested parties in taking
forward the implementation of Station redevelopment policy initiated by Railways.
Railway Theme song ‘Rail Geet’ (Singer- Shri Udit Narayan and Ms Kavita
Krishnamurthy, Lyrics-Shri Satya Prakash) was played before the invitees.
2. GM/CR informed that the details related to station redevelopment have been
uploaded on the website. 33 stations of Central Railway in various cities of
Maharashtra will be taken up for redevelopment. He explained the features of the
‘Station redevelopment Policy’ as under:
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i.

Time frame for the issue of the letter of acceptance will be 100 days from
the date of formal invitation of the proposals from interested parties.

ii.

The bid document specifying proposed redevelopment of stations includes
the main features of the station building. The station building should have
following six desirable items:
a) Separate floors of the station building are to be earmarked for arrival
and departure of passengers. For example, in the model displayed at
the Conference hall, Ground floor is planned for arrival of trains and
passengers can exit directly to their cars/buses anywhere along the
home platforms. First floor is planned for departure of trains and all
incoming passengers will go up the ramp to alight either at any of the
end blocks or near any of the FOBs.
b) Parcel handling will be restricted away from passenger movement
area. Half of the second floor of the building in the model is dedicated
to parcels. The parcels will be moved from this floor to the trains just
before the arrival of the trains by heavy duty lifts. Entry to second floor
by parcel trucks is by a separate ramp.
c) The main entry and the second entry of the station building on either
side should be well connected to each other.
d) The surrounding locations like taxi stands, bus stops or any other area
of public interest should have connection with the station building
through skywalks.
e) Station buildings should have helipads on their roofs.
f) Medical facilities should be planned.

iii.

All schemes of station redevelopment should cover all or maximum of the
six desirable features. A technical committee will suggest the final General
Arrangement Drawing (GAD) after taking into account the various
schemes of station building layouts offered by project proponents, if they
are more than one.

iv.

The station redevelopment will be done on self financing mode. The space
of the station building except the one reserved for arrival/departure of
passengers and parcels. i.e. the remaining half of the second floor, the
third floor and the fourth floor will be allowed for commercial exploitation.
The earnings from the commercial exploitation of this space is expected to
cover the cost of entire construction beside creating a small surplus for
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Railways. A financial committee will normalize the cost of construction and
revenue to Railways from the GAD finalized by the technical committee.
The financial offers of the participants will be studied by the financial
committee vis-a-vis the technical GADs offered by the developers to arrive
at the final cost of the suggested GAD.
v.

Officials of state government as well as experts in the field of architecture
and heritage will be part of the tendering system to address the issues like
FSI, land related permissions, architectural and heritage related
permissions etc. This will facilitate single window clearance to the builders
for expediting the decision making and construction.

vi.

The station building will be planned only over the existing station
platforms. It will cover first three coaches and last three coaches in the
shape of two blocks of 60 meters x 60 meters for the time being. The rest
of the land will be left open for facilitating the access by road vehicles
anywhere along the length of the train. This will also rule out the possibility
of any hurdle related to land mutations.
Model showing two building blocks of 60 meter x 60 meter at both ends of
the platform and one of the three or four 20 meter wide FOBs in between
the blocks was explained (Picture A,B and C). It was clarified that the
number of FOBs can be equally spaced. It was also explained that there
may be only one 60 meter x 60 meter building block also, if needed, while
the other can be replaced by 20 meter wide FOB. The second floor of the
building will have a ramp road connectivity for providing direct access to
users of commercial utility at second & higher floors and for parcel
transportation. The passengers will have access to the station block
building or any of the FOB through another road ramp. Passengers can
reach any of these depending upon the location of their coach in the train.
It is proposed to dismantle the maximum possible portion of existing
station building structure so that entire home platform length will be
approachable by road vehicles. The only existing structures which need to
be retained are relay rooms and cable rooms. Cables will be taken
upstairs to first floor of the two blocks on the track facing extreme end side
of the building blocks where the service rooms for ASMs, S&T staff will be
provided. The railway staff related to other services will be positioned
uniformly at first floor of the block and on all FOBs to cater to the needs of
the passengers also, if & when required.

vii.

A model of tunnel like strong pre-cast sleeve to be erected below the
underside structure of the station building was shown (Picture D) which is
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Picture ‘A’ (One of the two end blocks)
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Picture ‘B’ (View of end block from 2nd entry)
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Picture ‘C’ (One of the few 20 meter wide FOBs)
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Picture ‘D’ (Pre-engineered Tunnel with pre-engineered under side of the end block)
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needed to protect the trains during the construction stage of the building
as well as in future to protect the station building from damage in case of
derailment etc. The tunnel walls should be 4 meters away from the
adjoining platform edge. The precast tunnel sleeve will have to be erected
using foundation bolts on strengthened platforms. These sleeves can be
only 1 meter wide so that for covering 60 meter length, 60 of them will
have to be lifted, placed and bolted in position. They can also be in the
form of six inch dia pipes to be bolted after every one meter and then
covered by sheets. One arch of 6 inch dia pipe can in turn be multiple
pipes bolted together. The participants were told to come up with any
other solution for safe guarding trains during construction and for safe
guarding building after construction. Builders should also give the
launching scheme for the PSC members as well as their de-launching
scheme on completion of life of the building.
The 25-35 meter wide and 60 meter long tunnel under the building will
have to be bolted in-citu before the underside structure (60x60) can be
constructed. The columns of the underframe structure should also be preengineered with foundations fit for G+8 building & helipad. The horizontal
beams of the underframe structure will be of PSC type, to be constructed
in a factory like environment similar to that of PSC sleepers. Concrete
filling in the vertical bolted columns and roof will be such that the two do
not become monolithic and remain fit for de-launching after life is over.
viii.

There will be one more meeting with the participants to discuss the issues
raised or suggestions made after this meeting. After this second meeting,
the proposals / offers will be formally invited on say day ‘D’. Actual bidding
will take place on D+55 day. A pre-bid conference will be scheduled on
day D+60 to discuss the proposals for individual stations. The tender will
be awarded by “Swiss challenge method”. Under the “Swiss challenge
method”, the player whose proposal was rated best before invitation of
bidding will be asked to match up to the winning bidder failing which the
winning bidder will be awarded the contract.

ix.

GM/CR invited suggestions and clarifications were offered to the
participants as follows:

3. Shri Narendra Jain from Dosti Reality sought to know if there would be
difference in station building models of Central Railway and Western Railway
because the Western Railway planned to use the surrounding land also for
station redevelopment unlike the Central Railway scheme, which predominantly
is only over the tracks.
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GM/CR informed that leaving land around stations out of redevelopment plan for
the time being will save time needed to address land mutation issues. Further,
there are many stations where the land is not available around stations. Central
Railway and Western Railway will adopt best of the features from each other’s
models and experience as well as from schemes adopted by other zonal railways
of Indian Railways.
PS/UDD/GoM agreed to plan the station building redevelopment over the
existing station platform area. Since Railway Stations are located at prime
property sites, the potential for commercial exploitation of the station space is
high. The offices in commercial space over the station platforms will also reduce
the need for public movement by road from station to their offices. Therefore, it is
a good model of redevelopment to begin with. Instead, the six desirable features
of station redevelopment scheme should be specified as mandatory e.g.
separation of Entry and Exit movements, provision of FOBs at specified distance
etc. The decision to build second block may be made by the participants as per
the commercial exploitation potential of the location. It is proposed that the
provision of separate entry / exit space, absence of parcel at passenger
movement area, different entry points well connected to each other, sky walk
connectivity between station and public transportation hub/parking lot, provision
of helipads and FOBs should be made mandatory requirements for this exercise.
Shri Narendra Jain from Dosti Reality stated that 45 year’s lease period is
insufficient for pay back and mortgage of property. This period should be
enhanced to 90-95 years.
PS/UDD/GoM advised to check if lease period of 45 years is specified in the
station redevelopment policy. If it is so, the bidders should work out their offer
considering availability of 45 year period for pay back.
4. Shri Amogh Patankar from K. Raheja Corp. highlighted the possibility of
dispute with KDMC in construction of approaching ramps at some stations like
Thane and Kalyan where roads and other public utilities are abutting the railway
station.
PS/UDD/GoM stated that such locations will need specific solutions suiting to the
site of the stations and will be finalized before D+55.
Shri Amogh Patankar from K. Raheja Corp. raised the issue of delay in
clearance of the projects from Ministry of Environment & Forest (MoEF).
PS/UDD/GoM advised on the need to check whether railway construction
projects are exempted from the requirement of MoEF clearance.
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5. Shri Rajjiv Bhale of Pratham Group, Pune advised to consider the proposal
reportedly shown by him to MoR in 2007 for Pune station redevelopment
including rehabilitation of slums dwellers covering 146 acres.
PS/UDD/GoM clarified that proposals will be considered as per ‘Swiss challenge
method’ and as per the station redevelopment policy of railways. He also advised
to note that only the space above the station platforms is presently planned for
redevelopment which, therefore, excludes the possibility of slum dweller
rehabilitation as of now on 146 acres considered for development earlier.
6. Shri Sachin Kulkarni from Vastushodh Projects, Pune highlighted the need to
address the redevelopment at stations having heritage structure as some of 33
identified stations have heritage buildings like Pune. He also pointed out to
consider the difference in the commercial viability of different locations. Delay in
MoEF clearance was also brought to the notice during conference.
GM/CR clarified that construction of the building is on a limited area of 60 meter
length at both ends of the 700meter long platform. Heritage structures are usually
in the centre and will be preserved by modifying the scheme of ramps as per site
conditions. The tenders for such stations will be invited after examining the
heritage issues of the stations.
Shri Sachin Kulkarni from Vastushodh Projects, advised that demolition as
well as obstructing the view of heritage structure need clearance from heritage
monitoring authorities.
7. Shri Sachin Kulkarni from Vastushodh Projects enquired the possibility of
offering only one of the six items of station redevelopment leaving the other items
to other parties.
GM/CR stated that contract for entire work of station redevelopment is an
integrated project and has to be awarded to one single agency.
PS/UDD/GoM stated that the work cannot be splited as per the station
redevelopment policy.
8. Shri Aftab Alam of Orange Infra asked as to what revenue channels are
available at redeveloped stations.
PS/UDD/GoM clarified that the building space can be commercially exploited for
various offices, shops and seriveces. Similarly, FOBs can also be commercially
exploited for shops and services.
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Shri Aftab Alam of Orange Infra also asked about the permission of revenue
generation from parking space and digital signage.
GM/CR and PS/UDD/GoM clarified that the channels of commercial exploitation
through parking and advertising are covered in the station redevelopment.
GM/CR stated that advertising rights will also be available on skywalks
constructed under station redevelopment plan.
9. A participant also asked if railways will bear the risk of delay in awarding and
execution of the project.
GM/CR and PS/UDD/GoM stated that this issue will be addressed in the next
meeting.
PS/UDD/GoM clarified that delay may possibly be either on account of building
permission or due to heritage clearance or due to MoEF clearance. There should
not be delay in building permission as state government will pre-check it in
advance and will take care of it. The issue of heritage clearance wil be examined
in the initial stage itself. The railways need to check the applicability of MoEF
clearance on railway projects. Considering these three factors, the possibility of
delay and associated risk is less. Railways cannot be asked to bear the risk of
delay. Station redevelopment plan itself places fast track “100 DAYS” time frame
for award of the contract. The bids will be invited after considering the different
issues including three items as above.
10. Another participant asked if the builder will have to wait for revenue generation till
the entire project is completed or he can start exploiting commercially with
incremental/milestone execution of the project.
PS/UDD/GoM clarified that the incremental commercial exploitation at different
stages of the execution should be spelt out by the builder in his bid/offer. The
committee examining the offer will normalize the value of the offer for comparing
all the proposals in one reference frame.
He also asked the eligibility conditions for the award of the contract.
PS/UDD/GoM stated that there are certain eligibility conditions to by fulfilled by
successful bidder. These can be checked up in bid document. The interested
participants should check their eligibility in advance before submitting their
proposals as project proponents.
11. Member Staff (Railway Board) elaborated floor-wise segregation plan followed
in Shanghai Railway station and other high speed train stations of China for
arrival and departure categories of passengers. The arrival passengers reach to
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one level above the track level while the departing passengers leave from the
one level below the track level. The commercial exploitation of the space is on
second and higher levels above the track level. Tickets issued to the departing
passenger are pre-programmed electronically to ensure that waiting passenger
at departure lounge could enter the respective gates of the platforms only before
the arrival time of trains. Similar control of passengers’ entry may be planned
either electronically or by announcement system.
Constraints of space availability around stations were explained. The
development and growth in the area around the station over a period of time
leave little margin for expansion of station premises.
All the builders should give a serious thought on the proposed tunnel scheme of
protection to train and the passengers during the construction stage as the
stations will continue to be in operation with usual high rush of passengers. The
issues of silt and debris generation also need to be suitably addressed to in the
transition phase.
The redevelopment of stations is something which is being done for the first time
in very big way in India. Not even a single station was redeveloped earlier, but
400 stations are now planned for redevelopment. Similarly, the tight time frame of
awarding the tender within 100 days of formally seeking the proposals has been
introduced for the first time. All these are indication of high conviction with which
this scheme will be supported by administration. This also gives an idea that
Railways are ready to provide any help needed from it in, station redevelopment.
The stand taken by Government of Maharashtra in supporting the station
redevelopment plan is appreciable. The builders should come forward in such a
welcoming environment.
As far as aspect of revenue generation during the construction stage is
concerned, it should be noted that commercial exploitation of building space is
available only in second and higher floors. Therefore, builders need to plan the
pace of construction in such a way that work at platform level, arrival floor level
and departure floor level is completed at the earliest. A phased construction plan
should be developed to facilitate smooth shifting, construction and railway
operation simultaneously at platform level which will be the railway operation
area. Adequate measures will be needed to address issue of safety and health of
passengers moving around in the construction area.
The floors at the basement should be planned in such a way that no water
logging takes place. Mumbai Metro, Delhi Metro and Kolkatta Metro are
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examples of underground construction which are free from water logging. The
underground station premises and basement should also be well illuminated.
Since major commercial exploitation will be at second and higher floors and, also
since the floors of passenger movements are separate, the scope of entry to
railway station for common public other than passengers should be nil. In any
case, such issues will be addressed suitably wherever needed.
The two extreme end building blocks of railway stations should be shifted slightly
inwards in such a way that power cars of the ‘End on Generation’ type trains are
out of the tunnel area. This will facilitate power car exhaust gas removal
smoothly.
There should be as many FOBs between the two building blocks as possible.
Guidance system advising the coach wise location of FOB should be provided
This will facilitate easy passenger access to their respective coaches.
FOBs width need not be restricted to 20 meters. A wider FOB should also be
considered not only to provide through passage for passenger movement on
FOBs but also to provide waiting area in the FOBs itself. Shops etc should be
kept away at upper level of FOBs for ensuring cleanliness in passenger
movement area of FOB. Similarly, shops etc should be shifted away from the
passenger movement/ waiting area of the two extreme end building blocks.

12. Shri Sachin Kulkarni from Vastushodh Projects, Pune wanted to know if the
redevelopment of few stations will be clubbed together under one contract?
PS/UDD/GoM advised that it is not likely to be so.
Member Staff (Railway Board) stated that precast component will facilitate easy
launching and de-launching and should be followed.
13. Shri Amogh Patankar of K.Raheja Corp. asked if there is restriction in the
number of floors up to four in the station building. In stations like Kalyan and
Thane, the requirement of parking space for two wheelers is huge. Fourth floor
should be permitted for two wheeler parking.
PS/UDD/GoM advised that there is no such constraint in parking at higher floor.
The bidders should give their proposals accordingly. G+8 is suggested on the
basis of existence of pre-engineered buildings’ safe limit.
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Member Staff (Railway Board) suggested that number of floors may be four or
higher depending upon FSI. However, it should be noted that provision of parking
facility creates more parking demand than what it fulfills.
14. Shri Sachin Kulkarni from Vastushodh Projects asked about the website
address on which station redevelopment documents have been uploaded.
15. Shri Narendra Jain from Dosti Reality suggested to keep a mandatory
provision of space for Art Gallery, educational institutions, skill development
centre and space for other similar activities which are necessary to make the
development in general more meaningful
GM/CR advised that builders can plan for such facilities including a
auditorium/theatre.
Shri Narendra Jain from Dosti Reality opined that such utilities should remain
under control of Railway or state government as these might not generate
required revenue.
Member Staff (Railway Board) suggested that since the state government and
municipal organizations are also associated with the station development plan,
this should be treated as a part of integrated city development plan by them. The
facilities like art gallery and other social infrastructure may be considered for
relocation from existing places if the state government decides so.
16. Member Staff (Railway Board) suggested to check up th requirement of MoEF
clearance for station redevelopment.
17. Shri Amogh Patankar of K.Raheja Corp. highlighted the requirement of public
hearing for deciding station redevelopment scheme in addition to the two existing
meetings with builders. Unlike airport redevelopment, where the users were from
a particular class of the society, the railway stations in India have to handle
common public.
18. Shri Rajiv Mishra, Principal, J.J.School of Arts gave a presentation on station
building façade proposed on the area between platform no. 18 of CST and P.
D’mello road. Following features were explained:
i.

The façade will look like a fortified structure(Picture E and F). There will
be buildings of shapes similar to various forts associated with the life of
Chhatrapati Shivaji Maharaj. The names of these forts are Raigad,
Panhala, Sinhgad, Shivneri, Rajgad, Bhuikot and Janjira. The entire
structure will also be used for presenting light & sound show of history of
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Picture ‘E’ (View of 2nd entry of CST from P.D’mello road)
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Picture ‘F’ (View of 2nd entry of CST from platform side)
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Chhatrapati Shivaji Maharaj. The flat backside of the fort shaped buildings
can be used for displays of hoardings or projection of visuals.
ii.

The Central building with the name of Shivneri will be reserved for
exhibition of historical glory of Chhatrapati Shivaji Maharaj.the exhibition
hall can also be use for organizing exhibitions on various developmental
projects of Mumbai. It can also hold 7D holographs of historical
importance.

iii.

The other six forts shaped buildings may be used for commercial
exploitation.

iv.

The area falls under heritage zone. Height of no structure can be more
than 27 meters.

19. GM/CR explained the details on the model for proposed station building between
CST platform number 18 and P.D’mello road. Following points were explained:
i.

The harbour line will be terminated on P.D’mello road after diverting it from
Dockyard road on an elevated level. The harbor line platform will have flat
roof which will be used for viewing the light & sound show on the fortified
façades.

ii.

Approximately 100 yard by 600 to 700 yard area will be used for this
development.

iii.

The central fort of the façade will have exhibition auditorium of 3000
seating capacity which can also be utilized to sleep 1200 stranded
passengers with their luggage in case of any traffic disruption. Facility for
holography based shows has to be provided in the auditorium. The other
six fort shaped buildings which are for commercial exploitation will have
three floors above ground level and two floors below the ground level. The
entry and exit to these buildings will be from the basement.

iv.

The entry to railway station will continue to be same as at present from
P.D’mello road side. The flow of the traffic will be unidirectional around the
fortified façade. The entry/exit to the commercial complex will be from
Kalyan end through the 7- 8 meter high basement.

v.

The size of individual forts is proposed to be 30 meter x 30 meter or 40
meter x 40 meter with air shaft of 10 meter x 10 meter inside these.

vi.

It is proposed to light up the façade using built-in LEDs. The other cheaper
option can be a high power projector to present light & sound shows.
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